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form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, 
videotape, film, or any information storage and retrieval system, without permission 
in writing from the publisher. It may not be performed either by professionals or 
amateurs without payment of royalty. All rights, including, but not limited to, the 
professional, motion picture, radio, television, videotape, foreign language, tabloid, 
recitation, lecturing, publication and reading, are reserved.
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IMPORTANT BILLING AND CREDIT REQUIREMENTS

All producers of the play must give credit to the author of the play in all programs 
distributed in connection with performances of the play and in all instances in which 
the title of the play appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing or otherwise 
exploiting the play and/or a production. The name of the author must also appear on 
a separate line, on which no other name appears, immediately following the title, 
and must appear in size of type not less than fifty percent (50%) the size of the title 
type. Biographical information on the author, if included in the playbook, may be 
used in all programs. In all programs this notice must appear:

“Produced by special arrangement with
THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., of Woodstock, Illinois.”
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CHRISTMAS ATTITUDES 

Characters 

Narrator l�ontrolled, strict, pl�t 
Narrator 2-enthusiastic, emotional, happy 

(The Na"'.Jtors, who may be men or women, introduce each scene.) 
• 

Scene 1: Christmas Is Singing-and Dinging 
Cashier-likes to ding the cash register 

Sound Person-provides the dings and other sounds, with flair 
3 Singers-who also mime 

Scene 2: Man on the Ledge 
Nonn 
Helga 

Scene 3: Automatic Santa 
A Person 
A Voice 

Scene 4: The Show Window 
4 Manikins in a store window 

Scene 5: Santa Claus and the Judge 
Bailiff (may be played by Narrator 1) 

Judge Guilty 
Officer-a Meter-Maid 

Santa Claus 

Scene 6: Another Show Window 
4 Manikins 

Scene 7: One Day in the Lire or an X*mas Present 
(parts may be doubled) 

Mrs. Callous-an unpleasant woman 
PaperBoy 

Dorothy-a sweet, young waitress 
Mrs. Laughlin-bossy boss 
Miss Spissle--she gushes 

George (or Georgia)-a loudmouthed plumber 
Suzi�ially adept 

The Doctor 
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ABOUT THE PLAY 

Not many Christmas plays are funny. This one is-rather, these 
are. 

"Christmas Attitudes" is made up of seven ilits, fro� two to 
twenty minutes long. Very few set props are needed, and these can be 
moved on and off stage by the actors. 

Ideal for touring, a company of six can play all the roles-or even 
as few as four if the Narrators take part in the action. Most of the char
acters may be played by men or women, or children. The skits may be 
done in any order and any combination. 

As its title implies, "Christmas Attitudes" shows us liow we the 
people think about Christmas. It is suitable for performers and audi
ences of all ages. 
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ABOUT THE PLAY 

Not many Christmas plays are funny. This one is-rather, these 
are. 

"Christmas Attitudes" is made up of seven ilits, fro� two to 
twenty minutes long. Very few set props are needed, and these can be 
moved on and off stage by the actors. 

Ideal for touring, a company of six can play all the roles-or even 
as few as four if the Narrators take part in the action. Most of the char
acters may be played by men or women, or children. The skits may be 
done in any order and any combination. 

As its title implies, "Christmas Attitudes" shows us liow we the 
people think about Christmas. It is suitable for performers and audi
ences of all ages. 

CHRISTMAS ATTITUDES 

Scene 1: Introduction 

Clwacters: 
Narrator 1---<:ontrolled, strict, but pleasant 
Narrator 2--enthusiastic, emotional, happy 
Sound Person-flamboyant personality, by bells, cym

bals, triangles, horns, and other interesting-looking noise
makers like an old-time radio sound person. If a piano is 
available, it should be incorporated but not obscure the Sound 
Person. 

4 Actors-one isolated Cashier and three Singers who also are 
pandemonium makers· 

[The NARRATORS are ·ar a podium, Stage Left. NARRATOR 2 
stands closest to the other actors. The CASHIER, who dings the 
cash register, stands full back to the audience Up Center, and the 
other three ACTORS, who portray pandemonium and sing, stand 
full back in a row at Stage Right] 

NARRATOR 1. Ladies and gentlemen, I am ....... ....................• 

NARRATOR 2. And I'm ........................... . 

NARRATOR 1. We are your host narrators for "Christmas At
titudes," a series of skits and scenes about people and their attitudes 
about Christmas . .  . 

NARRATOR 2 . . . .  which means pandemonium . . . [The 
three ACTORS Stage Right wave their arms, turn, walk in  a hurried 
circle, and talk wildly ad-fibbing: "I can't find one." "How much are 
they?" "She's getting a what?" "My child demands one. " They all talk 
over one another and then after a few seconds freeze in their original 
positions] . . .  and sales . . .  [CASHIER turns and happily punches 
(or pantomimes the punching of) a cash register key. The SOUND 
PERSON makes the sound: DING. NARRATOR 2 is happy and tops 
the first pandemonium line:] And more pandemonium! [ACTORS 
repeat first business more boisterously] And more sales! [CASHIER 
turns and haggardly punches the register twice. SOUND PERSON 
DINGS twice. NARRATOR is now very excited] And more PAN
DEMONIUM! [Big-time pandemonium from ACTORS at Stage Right] 
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2 CHRISTMAS A TIITUDES 

And more SALES! [The weary CASHIER exhaustedly dings (or pan
tomimes dinging) cash register many times. SOUND PERSON makes 
appropriate DINGS. NARRATOR 2 becomes wild with enthusiasm] 
And even more ... 

NARRATOR 1. [Whacks Narrator 2 for silence emphasized by 
SLAP SOUND] We get the idea. Lots of sales. [CASHIER turns, 
makes a quick DING, and again freezes. NARRATOR 1 gives Cashier a 
stern look] 

NARRATOR 2. Christmas also means singing. [FIRST ACTOR 
at Stage Right turns and sings, "We wish you a merry Christmas," and 
turns back. NARRATOR 2 is pleased and builds] And more singing! 
[First and Second ACTORS at Stage Right turn and sing, "We wish 
you a merry Christmas" and turn back. Again NARRATOR 2 is ex
cited] And more singing! [All three ACTORS turn and sing "We wish 
you a merry Christmas ... " Just as they begin to sing "And a happy 
New Year," NARRATOR 1 smacks Narrator 2. SLAP SOUND] And a 

happy New Year. 
NARRATOR 1. [Walks over and poses authoritatively, looking at 

trio. They sheepishly turn back to their original positions. NAR
RATOR 1 then marches back to Narrator 2] May we continue? 
[NARRATOR 2 groans, and NARRATOR 1 turns sweetly to the audi
ence] We are going to demonstrate some of the attitudes about Christ
mas that you may have seen ... 

NARRATOR 2. And some you may not have seen. 

NARRATOR 1. We begin with a man who thought Christmas 
might be the "death of him." 

[liGHTS fade on Narrators and come up on the next scene] 
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Characters: 
Norm 

Helga 

3 

Scene 2: Man on the Ledge 

[NORM, a small actor, stands near the edge of the aprtm as though 
he is on a steep ledge of a tall building. NORM is holding his 
hands palms backwards against the imaginary building and shouts 
out his first line. HELGA is facing full back to the audience up
stage of Norm. She is presumably inside the building from which 
Norm is going to jump and there is a closed window between them 
which she will pantomime opening and leaning out of NORM 
takes a number of little mincing steps, being careful not to fall off 
the ledge, until he is at Center. He yells each time he uses the 
phrase, "/' m going to jump"] 

NORM. I'm going jump. Seventeen stories up ... this is 
going to do more than break my ankles, but/' m going to jump! 

HELGA. [Opens window, looking out on ledge] Is somebody out 
there? 

NORM. Nobody of any importance. 
HELGA. Who are you? 
NORM. I'm Norm, the man who they won't let be Santa Claus. 
HELGA. What are you doing out there on the ledge? 
NORM. I'm working up the courage to kill myself ... by 

jumping seventeen stories to my death. 
HELGA. That's not healthy. 
NORM. I'm not doing it for my health. 
HELGA. Why are you doing it? 
NORM. Because they won't let me be Santa Claus. 
HELGA. You can't be Santa Claus. You're too little. 
NORM. That's why I'm going to 
HELGA. Maybe you could go on a high carbohydrate diet. 
NORM Look, lady, I offered to glue on a beard and everything. 
HELGA. I don't think you should jump. Let's hear you laugh. 
NORM. Ho, ho, ho. 
HELGA. No wonder they won't let you be Santa. 
NORM. I'm going to jump. 
HELGA. Wait a minute. Maybe you could be an elf. 
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4 CHRISTMAS A TIITUDES 

NORM. Who can live on what they pay elves? 
HELGA. Santas get more? 
NORM. Union scale. Elves are only extras. 
HELGA. Oh, I get it. What you need is a job. 
NORM. Anybody can find a job at Christmas time. Anybody but 

Norm with the weak "Ho, ho, ho." 

HELGA. My brother and I have a Christmas tree lot. Would you 
like a job there? 

NORM. Yeah, that would be great! Could I wish everyone a merry 
Christmas? 

HELGA. Sure. 
NORM. And could I sing Christmas songs? 
HELGA. Sure. 
NORM. And could I wear my Santa Claus suit? 
HELGA. We'll see. [HELGA is becoming suspicious as she still 

leans out the window] 
NORM. I didn't really want to jump. [He places his hand on the 

pantomimed window ledge] If I died at Christmas time I wouldn't be 

alive to play the Easter Bunny. 
HELGA. Men! [She slams window closed smashing Norm's hand, 

as the SOUND PERSON makes the SLAMMING SOUND] 

BLACKOUT 
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Characters: 
Narrator 1 
Narrator 2 
A Person 
A Voice 

Scene 3: Automatic Santa 

NARRATOR 1. Everybody loves Christmas. 

5 

NARRATOR 2. I dol [Carries paper and pencil because he has been 
writing a letter] 

NARRATOR 1. But if you didn't get a job, you wouldn't jump off 
a ledge. 

NARRATOR 2. I might . . .  if it were a little short ledge where 
I wouldn't get hurt. 

NARRATOR 1. You are such a child. 
NARRATOR 2. I am not 
NARRATOR 1. Oh, yes you are. You are probably still writing 

letters to Santa. 
NARRATOR 2. Nooo. [Hides paper he has been writing on] 
NARRATOR 1. You don't have to be embarrassed. A lot of adults 

would like to even talk with Santa. 
NARRATOR 2. Yeah, I know what you mean. Take a look at this 

next scene. 

[NARRATORS sit to watch. A PERSON enters Stage Right, 
crossing over like a happy shopper until a NOISE comes from a 
booth at Down Center similar to a coin-operated picture machine. 
The PERSON exaggeratedly pantomimes response to the noise-a 
presumed automatic voice. The VOICE is actually another actor 
talking through a P. A. system or through a megaphone to give 
the slightly distorted sound of a recording. Locating the voice, the 
PERSON happily skips down the aisles of a store to 
the booth] 

VOICE. Hey, you. [The PERSON stops, questions: "Me?" ] Yes, 
you. [The PERSON looks at the machine skeptically] Would you like 
to talk to Santa? [The PERSON is uncertain] You aren't afraid of 
Santa? [Pantomime "No" ] Hasn't Santa always been nice to you? [Pan
tomime "Yes" ] You wouldn't want to hurt Santa's feelings? [Panto
mime vigorous "No" ] Step into the booth. Don't worry, no one will 
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6 CHRISTMAS ATTITUDES 

see you. [The PERSON looks both ways to see that no one is watching 
and then slinks closer to the machine] Place a quarter in slot A. [The 
PERSON was not expecting this and looks quizzical] You do have a 
quarter? [The PERSON reluctantly takes out a quarter (in mime) and 
places it in the slot. The PERSON waves to Santa but receives no re
sponse . . .  upset] You want Santa to talk to you? [Pantomime 
"Yes"]  That will cost two more quarters. [The PERSON takes out two 
quarters, and then realizes that this could become expensive] You don't 
want to hurt Santa's feelings. [The PERSON feels guilty and puts two 
quarters into slot A] Ah ah ah. Those quarters go into slot B. You'll 
have to put in two more quarters. [The PERSON is becoming angry 
but still decides to venture two more quarters] Have you thought of 
what you are going to say to Santa? [The PERSON shakes head "No"] 
You want to please Santa? ["Yes"] And then you want to ask for pres
ents? ["Yes"] Think very hard.[The PERSON thinks very hard and has 
difficulty in coming up with the right words for Santa. But suddenly an 
idea comes to mind and the PERSON is ready. But just as slhe is about 
to speak:] I'm sorry, your time is up. [The PERSON is unhappy] But 
if you would still like to talk to Santa you may insert another quarter in 
slot A. [The PERSON turns pockets inside out] Awww. You don't 
have any more quarters.[The PERSON sadly shakes head 11No"] Do you 
have a dollar bill? [The PERSON remembers one dollar bill and takes it 
out] There is a change machine on my right.[The PERSON turns to 
face the conveniently located change machine] Place your dollar bill in 
slot D. [The PERSON does so. SOUND effect of three quarter� 
KaCHINK, KaCHINK, KaCHINK. The PERSON waits expectantly for 
the fourth KaCHINK] This is a pay changer. It costs a quarter to make 
change. [The PERSON is becoming hostile] If you would like to talk 
to Santa, place your coins in slot A and slot B for response. [The 
PERSON does so with sound effects. Then suddenly a loud BUZZER 
and SIREN sound] Aww, I'm sorry. We are now in prime time. Talk
ing to Santa will cost two more quarters. [The PERSON has no 
quarters] You have no more quarters? [The PERSON indicates "No." 
Machine VOICE becomes shrill, raspy, accompanied by SIRENS and 
FLASHING liGHTS] Please vacate booth. Please vacate booth. Please 
vacate booth. [Poor, sad PERSON is scared away] 

BLACKOUT 
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Characters: 
Narrator 1 
Narrator2 
4 Manikins 

Scene 4: The Show Window 

[NARRATORS 1 and 2 resume their Stage Left positinn] 

NARRATOR 1. We would all like to talk to Santa. 
NARRATOR 2. [Excited] I would. 
NARRATOR 1. [Condescendingly] I'm certain you would. 
NARRATOR 2. I've got a lot of quarters. 

7 

NARRATOR 1. But no sense. Our next skit takes place in a show 
room window. 

NARRATOR 2. With singing and pandemonium? ["We wish you 
a Merry Christmas" is drowned out Stage Right by pandemonium and 
cash register sales] 

NARRATOR 1. No! [Freeze. MIMES take their places for the new 

scene] With Christmas music .. . [Cue eight counts of Christmas 
music. Pantomime begins on second measure] And an animated Christ
mas display. 

{The stage becomes a show window with a Christmas display of 
11Hl1Hatedjigures, Each actor, dressed in a solid color (red pants, 
sliBes, sweater; or green shoes, pdlits, etc.), walks to his/her 
place on stage. MIME 1 says: "Ready and ... " The SOUND 
PERSON makes a distinctive eight-count beat on a tambourine or 
bells. Each Mime will perform mechanical movements imitating a 
store mani-kin in relation to the other manikins. They must always 
end up in the same position from which they began so that a 
second and third eight counts can allow the audience to enjoy the 
pantomime fully] 

MIME 1. [Has these steps at Stage Left:] 
1. Scoop up snow 
2. Pack snowball 
3. Throw snowball at Mime 2 but hit Mime 3 
4. Hold hand over mouth for stifled laughter 
5. Turn to audience with big grin 
6. Get smacked by from 3 
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8 CHRISTMAS ATIITUDES 

7. Arms akimbo, look at Mime 3 with mean scowl 
8. Return to starting position 

MIME 2. [Wearing a top hat, performs these steps at Left Center:] 
1. Full back, points at point-of-interest Up Left 
2. Turning, points at second area Up Right 
3. Seeing ice skater, Mime 2 bows deeply lifting top hat. This al-

lows snowball to miss Mime 2 and strike Mime 3 
4. Puts hat back on and stands 
5. Sees Mime 1 
6. Again bows, this time to Mime 1, which allows snowball from 

Mime 3 to strike Mime 1 
7. Stands again and turns full back 

MIME 3. [Also has eight steps at Right Center:] 
1. Waves at skater (Mime 4) 
2. Crosses arms to watch skater 
3. Is hit by snowball from Mime 1 
4. Sees Mime 2 donning hat 
5. Scoops up snow 
6. Throws snowball at top hat but hits Mime 1 
7. Laughs 
8. Turns away looking innocent 

MIME 4. [Wearing colorful scarf, has these eight steps:] 
1. Skates Right 
2. Turns at Right 
3. Skates Left, smiling at man in top hat (Mime 2) 
4. Executes fancy skate movement 
5. Continues fancy skate movement, tossing scarf over � 
6. Turns to skate back Right 
7. Rises on toes ready to skate 
8. Holds ready position as at beginning 

[A.fter three executions of the eight-count pantomimes, the 
SOUND PERSON makes a BUZZiNG noise and the 
break character and begin talking] 

MIME 2. Five o'clock. Quitting time. 
MIME 3. I was really getting tired. 
MIME 1. If I had to bend over one more time, I might not have 

straightened back up. 
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The Show Window 9 

MIME 4. None of you know what it takes to skate for hours at a 
time with no ice. 

MIME 2. I suppose you think it's easy to make all those bows. 
[They exit Right ad-libbing until out of sight] 

BLACKOl.rr 
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10 CHRISTMAS A TI'ITUDES 

Scene 5: Santa Claus and the Judge 

Characters: 
Narrator 1 
Narrator 2 
Bailiff (may be played by Narrator 1) 
Judge Guilty (dressed in black gown and white mop wig carrying 

foam rubber gavel) 
Officer (sexy girl in meter-maid garb) 
Santa Claus (in costume and handcuffs) 

NARRATOR 2. [Applauding after everyone else has stopped. 
NARRATOR 1 stops him with a chilled stare] I liked that one. 

NARRATOR 1. It was okay. But I'd like to see the one where 
Santa Claus meets the judge. 

NARRATOR 2. Oh yeah, I like that one. 
NARRATOR 1. Why do you like that one? 
NARRATOR 2. I like that one because you're in it and I get to an

nounce it. [The ACTORS set up the judge's bench Center Stage. It is 
very tall with a stool behind it for the judge to stand on so that he can 
loom over his victims] Besides that it has Santa in it. Go on, go on. 
[Yells] Places. 

NARRATOR 1. I'm going. 
NARRATOR 2. Ladies and gentlemen, "Santa Claus and the 

Judge." 

[The BAJUFF walks Center and stands just to the left of the 
lectern and begins the proceedings] 

BAILIFF. Hear ye, hear ye, hear ye. All rise for Judge Guilty. 
[JUDGE GUILTY, in a dark judge's gown drooping to the floor over 
his tiny frame, storms in wearing a clean white string mop to look like 
George and climbs up on the stool behind his podium. He 
ca"ies a huge gavel made of a miniature baseball bat and a foam rubber 
head so that it won't anyone when he clobbers them. The effect is 
quite similar to an old1ashioned burlesque routine. The BAJLJFF places 
his/her right hand casually on the top of the podium] Judge Guilty. 

JUDGE. Who's guilty? 
BAILIFF. You are. 

Santa Claus and the Judge 1 1  

JUDGE. I'll be the judge of that! [JUDGE smacks Bailiff's hand 
with foam rubber gavel. SOUND PERSON makes huge THUMP 
sound] 

BAll..IFF. You may all be seated. [Both NARRATORS exit Left] 
JUDGE. Bring in the first criminal, uh er, cac;e. [The attractive 

OFFICER brings in SANTA, leaving Santa right of the podium and 
then striking a pose left of the podium] 

OFFICER. Hello, Judge. 
JUDGE. Hello, Officer. I like your cases, uh er, case. 

OFFICER. He is the case. 
SANTA. I am , ho ho ho. 
JUDGE. That'll be twenty dollars or twenty days for laughing in 

the face of justice. [Hits Santa with gavel as SOUND PERSON makes 
hollow TUBE THUMP. SANTA staggers but answers] 

SANTA. But that's my trademark. I have to go "Ho, ho, ho," or 
people won't recognize me. 

JUDGE. Has this man been put to the drunkometer test? 
OFFICER. He's not drunk, your honor, just fat. 
JUDGE. What has he done? 
OFFICER. Well, I've frequently seen him in the company of elves 

and reindeer. 
JUDGE. You've got strange friends, Fatty. That'll be thirty dollars 

or thirty days. [Hits Santa with gavel] 
SANTA. I'd like to tell you who I am. 

JUDGE. We haven't figured out what you are yet [Hits Santa] 
OFFICER. This man insists on wearing strange clothes of bright 

red with white fringe. I hardly need to point out the long hair and beard. 
He has no job and still manages to find toys to give away to children. 

JUDGE. Things are looking very bad for you, Fatty. 
OFFICER. I still wouldn't have arrested him if I hadn't seen him 

climbing across the roof tops with a large sack slung over his back. 
JUDGE. What brought him to your attention first? 
OFFICER. Well, I was a parking ticket on this sleigh
SANTA. That was my sleigh! 
JUDGE. If is any slaying in here, I'll do it. That'll be forty 

dollars or forty days. Santa] 
SANTA. Old Santa has something for you too, Judge Guilty! I'm 

giving you ..... days. 
JUDGE . ..... days? 
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